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We realize that the essay process is not an easy process (unless you drop one "s " and swap the other bad joke?)
penned by recent applicants to Tuftsâ€”essays that stuck with us, essays that mattered. Supplement Essay #3: Past
Essays.

Some fathers might disapprove of their children handling noxious chemicals in the garage. A hot tip: Do not
re-state the question in your answer. One: Why YOU? Or what do you hope to? Trust me. But you will also
write numerous supplemental shorter essays. At the same time, you also will hone, sharpen and improve your
answers. FIVE: Once you have a list of goals and specifics about how College X would help you meet these
goals, you are ready to write. Carleton College. Or recall specific facts or observations you collected during a
visit. If you are so certain you are a perfect match for a school, your answer had better match perfectly!!!
When I was eight years old, I shocked my family and a local archaeologist by discovering artifacts dating back
almost 3, years. Be serious if the moment calls for it, but feel comfortable being playful if that suits you, too.
Once you have all your ideas out, re-read and underline the best ideas. If your voice is happy and motivating,
play to that. What do you care about and why? Whenever possible, make it personal! Check Out These
Related Posts! To get a liberal arts education? After that, include other examples, such as specific programs,
activities, etc. It has to make your reader curious; it has to grab their attention. These admissions committees
read more than their fair share of essays and they can spot a BS-ed essay from a mile away. To earn a pre-med
degree? To figure out what you want to do in the future? This takes up your precious word or character count.
You go in knowing that the admissions committee will be reading thousands of essays and you need yours to
make an impact. Be specific. If your voice is sarcastic and dry, write that. One of the most important things
you need to remember is that this essay must sound like you and you have to be true to your voice. Launch
directly into your answer. To play waterpolo? To join activities that support your interests and hobbies?


